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Transit Time of Lamb Wave-Based Ultrasonic
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Abstract— Transit-time flow meters need to compen-1

sate for cross-sensitivity to temperature. We show that2

Lamb wave-based setups are less affected by temperature.3

An optimality criterion is derived that allows to tune the4

meter into a zero local sensitivity to temperature. For this5

end, the flow-induced change in ultrasonic transit time is6

revisited first. While wetted piston transducer meters are7

directly sensitive to the change in propagation speed, the8

change in time of flight of Lamb wave-based systems is9

due to the beam displacement. Second, the effect of tem-10

perature is incorporated analytically. It is found that the11

temperature-dependent radiation angle of Lamb waves is12

able to compensate for changes in the speed of sound, lead-13

ing to an (almost) unaffectedoverall time of flight. This effect14

is achievable with any fluid and in a wide temperature range.15

As an example, we discuss a water meter in the range from16

0 ◦C to 100 ◦C. The model is validated against temperature17

and flow rate-dependent measurements obtained on a pro-18

totype. The measured data fits well to the developed model19

and confirms the reduced cross-sensitivity to temperature.20

Although an in-line meter is considered here, the results21

extend to clamp-on devices.22

Index Terms— Flow metering, leaky Lamb wave, non-23

invasive flowmeter, temperature, transit time, ultrasonic24

sensing.25

I. INTRODUCTION26

ULTRASONIC flow meters (UFMs) measure the volu-27

metric flow rate of a fluid through a pipe [1], [2].28

Transit-time devices determine the flow rate based on the29

upstream-downstream difference in time of flight, which is30

due to ultrasonic convection in the flowing medium [3].31

These popular kind of flow meters are available in a wide32

variety of designs. They fully play off their strengths when33

used in a noninvasive configuration, i.e., when the ultrasonic34

transducers are located outside the pipe. This leads to low-35

pressure drop, high robustness, and guarantees leak-tightness.36
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The present contribution is concerned with a noninvasive 37

inline flow meter that allows one to purposefully design the 38

device’s tube. Our findings are equally valid for clamp-on 39

variants, i.e., systems that can be mounted onto existing piping 40

installations. 41

The insonification of the pipe’s interior is conventionally 42

modeled using plane waves [1], [2], [4], [5], [6]. Thereby, 43

the emitting ultrasonic transducer is assumed to generate 44

a plane longitudinal wave inside a wedge that is clamped 45

onto the pipe. This wave is then considered to convert to 46

a pure transverse wave inside the pipe wall, which finally 47

refracts into the fluid under certain angle θ out of the pipe 48

wall’s normal. This type of flow meter is referred to as a 49

“shear mode device.” The mentioned simple model is only 50

valid above the first critical angle, i.e., for cutoff of the 51

longitudinal wave inside the pipe wall. For water metering 52

in a steel pipe, this restricts the irradiation angle to typically 53

15◦ ≤ θ ≤ 28◦ [6]. 54

The actual fluid angle θ will usually deviate from the angle 55

predicted by the pure plane wave model, i.e., Snell’s law. This 56

is caused by the spatial filtering effect of the pipe wall (transfer 57

function) acting on the finite aperture of the transducer (wide 58

wavenumber spectrum) [4], [7], [8]. Note that inaccuracies in 59

the fluid angle are detrimental because they lead to high errors 60

in the measured flow rate [9]. Moreover, shear mode excitation 61

leads to low transmission into the pipe’s interior [2], [10]. Both 62

effects are a consequence of driving the pipe wall outside its 63

resonances. 64

An alternative approach considers that the transducer excites 65

guided waves inside the pipe wall [6], [11]. These waves 66

emerge due to superposition of transverse and longitudinal 67

waves coupled through the pipe wall surfaces. They represent 68

the generalized pipe wall resonances and are associated with 69

the transmission maxima of the pipe wall [7], [8], [12]. 70

Therefore, they are capable of efficiently insonifying the pipe’s 71

interior. 72

It is usually possible to idealize the pipe wall as an 73

infinite plane plate and restrict to the waves having particle 74

displacements solely in the cross-sectional plane of the plate. 75

These solutions are denoted as Lamb waves [12], [13] and 76

they are capable of radiating acoustic waves into the adjacent 77

fluid—in which case they are denoted as leaky Lamb waves 78

[14], [15]. In general, the Lamb waves propagate dispersively 79

and multiple such modes are able to propagate, each with 80

their own phase and group velocity. Although this makes the 81

analysis more intricate, at the same time this provides more 82

freedom for device design. 83
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Flow meters that deliberately excite Lamb waves to insonify84

the pipe’s interior shall be denoted as Lamb wave-based85

UFMs. They can be interpreted as a generalization to the so-86

called “wide-beam” flow meters that insonify the interior via87

continuous leakage [2], [16] (albeit the term is used differently88

in [8]). While wetted piston transducer or shear mode flow89

meters remain the most common and best studied systems,90

commercial meters exploiting Lamb waves are available on91

the market [16], [17], [18], [19] and are most often found92

in the context of clamp-on devices. A strength of Lamb93

wave-based UFMs is that they are less affected by axial94

misalignment of the transducers [7]. However, nonspecular95

reflection may result in distortion and shift of the reflected96

beam. The consequences for optimal transducer placement was97

examined by Aanes et al. [11]. Furthermore, the influence of98

pipe wall roughness, e.g., due to corrosion, was studied by Gu99

and Cegla [6].100

The development of the flow profile v0(x, y, z) inside the101

pipe is a hydrodynamic process of great importance in flow102

metering [1], [2], [5], [20]. Like any UFM, Lamb wave-based103

meters sense the mean velocity v0 of the fluid along the104

ray path. The explicit determination of the flow rate and105

the involved hydrodynamics are outside the scope of this106

contribution and we will, throughout, describe the ultrasonic107

convection in a mean acoustical sense by restricting to a108

homogeneous flow v0 in axial direction.109

An ideal flow meter should be sensitive to the fluid flow110

rate only. In practice, however, the undesired cross-sensitivity111

to temperature plays a crucial role in any transit-time112

device. In fact, transit times are usually more affected by113

temperature-induced changes in the speed of sound cf than114

by convection with the flow. Exploiting that with respect to115

the travel direction the two effects lead to equal and opposite116

transit-time changes, respectively, the upstream–downstream117

time of flight difference is less affected by temperature. Yet,118

for piston transducer devices it still exhibits a 1/c2
f -dependence119

on temperature [1], [2] and compensation remains the key for120

accurate measurements. The most common approach consists121

in using the average upstream–downstream time of flight to122

eliminate the dependence on the speed of sound in the flow123

equations [1], [2], [8], [11]. While differential time of flights124

are rather simple to acquire, this compensation mechanism125

additionally requires accurate measurements of the absolute126

time of flights, which can be very challenging.127

The purpose of this contribution is twofold: 1) re-examine128

the convected ultrasonic time of flight in noninvasive flow129

meters and 2) analytically incorporate into this model the130

effect of temperature. Thereby, both the fluid as well as131

the pipe’s response to temperature are accounted for. While132

point 1) may seem to be well studied, we remark that most133

publications on UFM start by assuming changes in time of134

flight due to an increased effective wave velocity in the flowing135

medium, which is not the case for noninvasive UFMs. This136

was recognized already in [5], [6], and [11]. A more detailed137

discussion and comparison between the two systems/models138

is provided here before incorporating temperature. To describe139

the effect of temperature on guided waves in the pipe wall,140

we derive a remarkably simple relation between changes in141

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional geometry of the Lamb wave-based flow meter.
S: sender, R: receiver, cp: phase velocity, θ: radiation angle, ei: directional
vectors, v0: flow velocity, vp: convected ray velocity, γ: convection angle,
Δl: convection distance, and l�, b, and D: geometric dimensions as
indicated.

the material parameters and the wave’s phase velocity. The 142

results presented in this article have been prepared in extended 143

form for publication as a monograph [15], where some of the 144

figures have been reprinted from. 145

The article is structured as follows: Section II introduces 146

Lamb wave-based UFMs and derives the corresponding con- 147

vected ultrasonic time-of-flight model. A comparison to the 148

more conventional models used for wetted piston transducer 149

meters is given in Section III. We incorporate the effect of 150

temperature into the Lamb wave-based time of flight model 151

in Section IV and the resulting consequences are analyzed. 152

Lastly, Section V validates the developed model with flow 153

and temperature-dependent measurements. 154

II. LAMB WAVE-BASED FLOW METER 155

The cross-sectional geometry of a Lamb wave-based UFM 156

is sketched in Fig. 1. Two ultrasonic transducers that can either 157

function as a sender (S) or as a receiver (R) are mounted 158

on the pipe with an axial distance D. The sender generates 159

a Lamb wave inside the pipe wall propagating with certain 160

phase velocity cp. Both the phase and group velocities of Lamb 161

waves in an isotropic steel plate are shown for reference in 162

Fig. 2, wherein each mode is labeled as symmetric (S) or anti- 163

symmetric (A). This computation can be performed with GEW 164

dispersion script [21]. As the wave travels in axial direction, 165

it radiates an inhomogeneous plane wave [14], [15], [22] into 166

the fluid at an angle θ . It is a particularity of Lamb wave-based 167

UFMs that the angle is given through θ = arcsin cf/cp, where 168

cf is the speed of sound of the fluid medium.1 The radiated 169

acoustic wave is reflected at the opposite pipe wall and then 170

couples back into the upper pipe wall, where it is finally 171

detected by the receiver (R). Note that in addition to this 172

V-path signal going through the fluid, a direct path wave 173

propagating exclusively in the pipe wall reaches the receiver. 174

A flowing medium convects sound leading to a change in 175

propagation velocity as well as propagation direction [3]. This 176

affects the overall time of flight from sender to receiver. The 177

fact that convection breaks the reciprocity is usually exploited: 178

while the downstream wave is accelerated, the upstream one is 179

1This expression for θ neglects the inhomogeneity of the radiated wave, i.e.,
the imaginary part of the wave vector in the fluid. It is valid for the lowly
leaky waves associated with the propagating Lamb wave solutions shown in
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Symmetric (S) and anti-symmetric (A) Lamb waves in an isotropic
steel plate: the phase velocities cp and group velocities cg depend on the

frequency-thickness product fh. Density: ρ = 7900 kg/m3, and Lamé
parameters: λ = 115 GPa and μ = 76.9 GPa.

slowed down. It is, hence, conventional and convenient to use180

the upstream–downstream differential time of flight τ upstream −181

τ downstream to determine the flow velocity v0 and, ultimately, the182

flow rate Q. For this end, the role of sender and receiver are183

exchanged after the first measurement in order to obtain both184

the downstream as well as the upstream signal. This procedure185

removes all additive time delays due to reciprocal effects, i.e.,186

those which are equal in both directions of propagation.187

We define �τ as the delay upstream with respect to zero188

flow when crossing the pipe once. For the V-path setup in189

Fig. 1 the total differential time of flight τ upstream − τ downstream
190

is hence 4�τ because the wave traverses the pipe twice in each191

direction. Figures throughout this article show representative192

quantities for the V-path meter and, hence, include the factor 4.193

The time of flight τ from transducer to transducer, and in194

particular �τ , will be modeled in the following. Thereby, ray195

tracing [3] shall be used to include the effect of convection.196

A steady and homogeneous flow with velocity v0 is assumed.197

Using the radiation direction ep = [sin θ, cos θ ]� of the leaky198

Lamb wave, the ray velocity vp at which the convected wave199

propagates is given by [3], [11]200

vp = cfep + v0ex = cf

[
sin θ
cos θ

]
+

[
v0

0

]
. (1)201

This leads to the transit time τf through the fluid, which reads202

τf = b

vp · ey
= b

cf cos θ
(2)203

and is found to be independent of the flow velocity v0. This204

was already noted in [11] and represents a big difference to205

conventional UFM with wetted piston transducers, as will be206

discussed in more detail in Section III.207

Although the transit time through the fluid is independent of208

the flow velocity, the transit time from transducer to transducer209

is not. This is due to the flow-dependent location at which the210

wave couples back into the pipe wall. After traversing the211

pipe once, the beam is axially displaced by �l = [vp(v0) −212

vp(v0 = 0)] · exτf with respect to zero flow. Using (1) and (2)213

Fig. 3. Lamb wave-based UFM with a steel pipe: convection coefficients
for water metering. Speed of sound: cf = 1480 m/s and b = 1.5 cm.

results in 214

�l = v0τf = b

cf cos θ
v0. (3) 215

This axial displacement of the convected ray corresponds to a 216

change in arrival time �τ seen by the receiver, namely 217

�τ = �l

cp
= Cv0 with C = b

cfcp cos θ
(4) 218

where we introduced the flow meter’s convection coefficient C 219

for subsequent analysis. It describes the overall convective 220

effect attained in the setup. The convection coefficient for 221

water metering in a steel pipe is depicted in Fig. 3. From 222

the above, we conclude that Lamb wave-based UFMs work 223

analogous to conventional ranging systems: they are sensitive 224

to the location of the source, in this case, the impinging V-path 225

wave. 226

Lastly, for later reference, we derive the absolute time of 227

flight τ . Using (2) as well as (3) and noting that the total 228

distance traveled inside the pipe wall is D − 2 l0 − 2�l with 229

l0 = b tan θ , we obtain the absolute time of flight as 230

τ = 2τf + (D − 2 l0 − 2�l)/cp (5a) 231

= D − 2 b tan θ

cp
+ 2

b

cf cos θ

(
1 − v0

cp

)
. (5b) 232

Note that in contrast to �τ , τ depends on the transducer 233

separation distance D. 234

The results derived above are a consequence of: 1) the 235

oblique radiation from the pipe walls and 2) the fact that 236

the radiating surfaces are aligned with the flow direction. 237

These conditions and the derivations apply also to clamp- 238

on UFMs. However, the working principle of UFMs with 239

normally radiating piston transducers is different, as will be 240

discussed in Section III. 241

III. COMPARISON TO NORMALLY RADIATING 242

TRANSDUCER SETUPS 243

A UFM setup using wetted piston transducers is sketched 244

in Fig. 4. The surface of such a transducer is designed to 245

vibrate in phase everywhere and, thus, radiates acoustic waves 246
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Fig. 4. Cross-sectional geometry of the wetted piston transducer-
based flow meter. S: sender, R: receiver, θ: radiation angle, ei: directional
vectors, v0: flow velocity, vp: convected ray velocity, γ: convection angle,
and l0,L0, and b: geometric dimensions as indicated.

Fig. 5. Comparison of geometry of the two flow meters and the ray
paths therein. The shown quantities are dependent on the mean flow
velocity v�.

in normal direction. The radiating surface is no longer aligned247

with the fluid flow—as was the case for the Lamb wave-248

based UFM—but instead with the phase fronts of the emit-249

ted/received wave. Although convection in a homogeneous250

flow changes the propagation direction of the beam, it does not251

affect the orientation of the phase fronts [3]. This is, hence,252

an invariant of the design.253

The transit time τ
pist
f through the fluid in Fig. 4 is different254

to the one for Lamb wave-based systems. In a very general255

manner, it is given by τ
pist
f = Lpist/|vp|, where both the256

ray path length Lpist = L0/ cos(γ (v0)) as well as the ray257

velocity vp(v0) depend on flow velocity. Noting that cos γ =258

vp · ep/|vp| and using (1) results in Lpist = L0|vp|/(cf +259

v0 sin θ). This finally yields the sought transit time through260

the fluid as261

τ
pist
f = L0

cf + v0 sin θ
(6)262

which is at the same time the transducer-to-transducer transit263

time τ pist. In contrast to the Lamb wave-based UFM, it is264

directly dependent on the flow velocity v0.265

The different transit times through the fluid of the two266

setups given in (2) and (6) can be explained by taking a closer267

look at the geometry and the ray paths. The situation in the268

region where the wave impinges at the bottom pipe wall (Lamb269

wave setup) or transducer (piston transducer setup) is shown270

in superposition in Fig. 5.271

For a Lamb wave-based system, the path length changes272

considerably due to convection. Using (1), (2), and (6), we see273

that the increase is 274

�L = |vp|(τf − τ
pist
f ) = v0

cf
b

tan θ

cos γ
≈ v0

cf
b tan θ (7) 275

with respect to the almost constant piston transducer ray path 276

length of |vp|τ pist
f = L = L0/ cos γ ≈ L0. The approximations 277

hold for small convection angles γ . This reveals that the 278

metering effect of Lamb wave-based devices is fundamentally 279

different to piston transducer meters: the former is based on a 280

change in travel distance, while the latter is due to a change 281

in the ray velocity. 282

Similar as for the Lamb wave-based setup, the piston 283

transducer flow meters actually acquire the differential time of 284

flight rather than the absolute one. With respect to zero-flow 285

condition, it can be obtained from the overall transit time (6) 286

as �τ pist = τ
pist
f (v0) − τ

pist
f (v0 = 0) and simplifies to 287

�τ pist = b tan θ
v0

c2
f − v2

0 sin2 θ
. (8) 288

The two effects described by (8) and (4) are similar in 289

magnitude, the relative difference being 290

�τ pist − �τ

�τ
= v2

0

c2
p − v2

0

≈
(

v0

cp

)2

. (9) 291

As flow meters operate at low Mach numbers, i.e., v0 � cf, the 292

two effects are indeed very similar in practice. Note, however, 293

that the origins for the change in time of flight are in fact 294

different ones, as was explained above. 295

A short discussion on how the commonly used “effective 296

wave speed” approach relates to the above ray tracing models 297

is in order. The well-known results shown in (6) and (8) 298

are usually obtained by projecting the ray velocity vp onto 299

the original propagation direction ep [6]. This results in an 300

“effective wave speed” of cf + v0 sin θ along the zero-flow 301

path [1], [2]. For the piston transducers, the “effective wave 302

speed” formalism and the ray-tracing approach yield identical 303

results. This is due to the wavefront being aligned with the 304

transducer surface and arriving everywhere at the same time. 305

Accordingly, it does not matter which particular point on the 306

phase front is traced, i.e., the considered wave path is irrelevant 307

and a projection can be done. 308

On the other hand, the effective wave speed cannot, strictly 309

speaking, be used with a Lamb wave-based setup. The con- 310

vected ray’s projection onto its zero-flow path is compared to 311

the actual ray in Fig. 6. When the convected ray reaches the 312

point P , the projected ray will be at l0 and then propagates 313

with the phase velocity cp = cf/sin θ to the target point 314

l0 + �l. Contrary to this, the convected ray propagates with 315

the convected tracing velocity of cf/sin θ + v0 all the way to 316

l0 +�l, arriving slightly earlier than its projected counterpart. 317

This explains the difference between the differential time of 318

flights in (8) and (4). 319

We conclude that for the obliquely radiating Lamb wave- 320

based setup, the ray-tracing model according to (2) and (4) is 321

the accurate one, represents the actual physics and should be 322

used for further modeling. Particularly important is the explicit 323

dependence on cp, which will be exploited in the next section 324

to analyze the effect of temperature. 325
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Fig. 6. Projected versus convected ray: the latter arrives earlier at l0 +Δl
as it is convected longer.

Fig. 7. Speed of sound in water in dependence of temperature according
to [23].

IV. TEMPERATURE EFFECT326

In the following, the temperature dependence shall be327

incorporated into the model given by (4) in an analytical328

manner. Temperature acts on the system in two different ways:329

1) changing the wave propagation in the pipe, i.e., cp and330

2) affecting the speed of sound of the fluid, i.e., cf. The speed331

of sound cf will be modeled by a polynomial fit to measured332

data as provided by Bilaniuk and Wong [23], [24]. It is plotted333

for later discussion in Fig. 7. On the other hand, the effect334

1) that acts on the pipe wall requires a detailed analysis of335

Lamb wave propagation and will be presented next.336

A. Effect on the Pipe Wall337

As Lamb waves propagate dispersively, a mode and338

frequency-dependent analysis of their phase velocities cp(T )339

is called for. We use perturbation of the initial solutions at340

reference temperature to obtain a simple analytical expression.341

For this end, consider a Lamb wave that propagates in342

a plate with through-thickness coordinate y ∈ [−h/2, h/2].343

It has an associated strain field S and carries the power P.344

According to [13], a change of �c in the stiffness tensor will345

lead to a relative change in phase velocity of346

�cp

cp
= cp

4P

∫ h/2

−h/2
S∗ : �c : S dy (10)347

where •∗ denotes complex conjugation.348

A change �T in temperature with respect to the refer-349

ence T0 leads to a corresponding perturbation �E of the350

Young’s modulus E of the isotropic material. The effect is351

Fig. 8. Lamb waves in steel: relative change in phase velocity per unit
change in temperature with respect to 20 ◦C.

linear in good approximation, such that �E = E 	�T , wherein 352

E 	 represents the temperature coefficient characterizing the 353

material. Moreover, the stiffness can be factorized as c = EN, 354

where the fourth-order tensor N depends only on the Poisson’s 355

ratio. The impact of changes in the latter is typically about one 356

order of magnitude below that of E [15] and we assume N 357

constant in the following. Exploiting these circumstances to 358

set �c = �EN = (�E/E)c, the ratio �E/E can be factored 359

out of the integral to yield 360

�cp(T )

cp
= E 	

E

cp

4P
�T

∫ h/2

−h/2
S∗ : c : S dy. (11) 361

Therein, all quantities are taken at reference temperature unless 362

otherwise indicated. Due to equipartition of kinetic and elastic 363

energy [13], [25], the integral is identified as twice the total 364

stored energy H. The ratio P/H defines the energy velocity, 365

which is equal to the group velocity cg [13], [25]. This leads to 366

a simple expression for the relative change in phase velocity, 367

namely 368

�cp(T )

cp
= 1

2

cp

cg

E 	

E
�T . (12) 369

Note that (12) can be evaluated without explicitly determining 370

the Lamb wave strain field S because cg relates to the phase 371

velocity by cg = cp[1 − ( f/cp)(∂cp/∂ f )]−1, where f denotes 372

the frequency [26]. 373

The resulting relative changes in phase velocity per unit 374

change in temperature in a steel plate are depicted in Fig. 8. 375

Albeit the effect is relatively small, the large temperature range 376

on which flow meters are operated lead to relevant changes 377

in phase velocity. We remark that metals exhibit negative 378

temperature coefficients. Consequently, the phase velocity 379

decreases with temperature—except for backward waves, 380

which have negative cp/cg [13], e.g., the wave marked S2b 381

in Fig. 3. 382

B. Overall Temperature Model 383

The relation sin θ = cf/cp can be used to eliminate 384

either θ or cp from (4). In doing so, we obtain the 385
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two representations2
386

C(T ) = b

cf(T )
√

c2
p(T ) − c2

f (T )
(13a)387

= b tan θ(T )

c2
f (T )

(13b)388

where the temperature dependence is indicated. The first form389

given in (13a) is particularly suited for Lamb wave-based390

devices, as it clearly separates the fluid and pipe domains391

into cf and cp, respectively. Their respective behavior with392

temperature was discussed previously, hence, we have obtained393

the full flow meter model accounting for temperature.394

C. Discussion of the Effect of Temperature395

For reference in the further discussion, we note that the396

temperature behavior of piston transducer meters is described397

by (13b) with a fixed radiation angle, i.e., setting θ(T ) = θ0.398

This leads to the well-known square dependence on the speed399

of sound [1], [2], and accordingly to large variations in the400

acquired differential time of flight. The differential relative401

change in C per unit �T is given by (∂C/∂T )/C = −2c	
f/cf,402

where •	 = ∂ • /∂T . Note that it depends only on the403

fluid medium and the cross-sensitivity to temperature must,404

therefore, be compensated a posteriori.405

This is different for Lamb wave-based UFM, as can be seen406

in (13a) by inspecting the temperature dependence of cf(T )407

and the square root. While one of them increases, the other408

one will usually decrease, leading to smaller variations in C(T )409

and, hence, also in �τ(T ). Let us assume for a moment that cp410

is constant. The opposite behavior of the two terms is then due411

to the negative sign of cf in the square root. It is remarkable412

that it is irrelevant whether cf increases or decreases with413

temperature. As a result, this behavior is universal in that it414

can be observed in any fluid medium. From a physical point of415

view, this compensation effect can be ascribed to the changing416

radiation angle of leaky Lamb waves according to (13b), where417

tan θ(T ) may (partially) compensate c2
f (T ). We emphasize418

again that the radiation angles will change even when cp is419

constant. For the case of water metering in a metallic pipe,420

cf is mostly increasing while cp decreases, leading to an even421

stronger temperature compensation as will be discuss in more422

detail later on.423

For more insight, let us inspect the differential relative424

change with respect to temperature, given by425

1

C
∂C
∂T = c	

f

(
2c2

f − c2
p

) − c	
pcpcf

cf
(
c2

p − c2
f

) . (14)426

In accordance with the previous discussion, even for c	
p = 0427

(no effect on the pipe), we can find an optimal operating point,428

namely c∗
p = √

2cf, where the meter is locally insensitive to429

temperature. More generally, c	
p ≈ �cp/�T is given by (12).430

Inserting into (14) yields the optimality criterion431

c	
f

(
2c2

f − c2
p

)
− 1

2

c3
p

cg

E 	

E
cf = 0. (15)432

2Note that cos arcsin(cf/cp) =
√

1 − c2
f /c2

p .

Fig. 9. Relative change with temperature of the convection coeffi-
cients C of a Lamb wave-based flow meter compared to a conven-
tional piston transducer device. The different behavior is due to the
temperature-dependent radiation angle θ of Lamb wave-based meters.

It allows us to choose a combination of material (E 	/E) and 433

operating point (cp, cg) that exhibits zero cross-sensitivity to 434

temperature. Note moreover that, if desired, the operating point 435

can be adjusted during operation by exploiting its frequency 436

dependence. This could enable one to counteract, e.g., the 437

nonlinearity in cf(T ) or aging effects. 438

The previous discussion focused on the behavior close 439

to some reference temperature. Flow meters must usually 440

be operational in a wide temperature range, which requires 441

to account for the nonlinear temperature dependence cf(T ), 442

see Fig. 7. The impact of temperature on the range T ∈ 443

[0 ◦C, 100 ◦C] is shown in Fig. 9 for a Lamb wave-based 444

system in comparison to a piston transducer setup. The lower 445

sensitivity to temperature of the Lamb wave-based meter close 446

to T0 = 20 ◦C is immediately evident by inspecting the 447

corresponding slope. Note that the same holds for almost 448

all other values of temperature. Consequently, one observes 449

smaller variations of C(T ) on the entire temperature range. 450

Each operating point (cp, f ) leads to a different convection 451

coefficient C(T ) and corresponding variation with tempera- 452

ture. In order to systematically quantify the overall effect of 453

temperature for different devices, the global root-mean-square 454

relative variation due to temperature is defined as 455

Frel
def= 1

C0

(
1

100 ◦C

∫ 100 ◦C

0 ◦C
(C(T ) − C0)

2 dT
)1/2

(16) 456

where C0 = C(T0). This represents, hence, the root-mean- 457

square of the curves in Fig. 9. A small variation Frel is 458

desirable, as it indicates that the meter’s behavior does barely 459

change on the inspected temperature range. The resulting mode 460

and frequency-dependent Frel for a steel pipe are presented in 461

Fig. 10. 462

Albeit this passive temperature compensation effect does 463

not allow to attain a zero global temperature variation of 464

the convection coefficient, the minimum lies at about 0.5% 465

when using the A0 wave, which compares to 7.8% for piston 466

transducer flow meters. It is remarkable that almost any choice 467

of operating point leads to a reduced cross-sensitivity to 468

temperature compared to piston transducers. Even materials 469
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Fig. 10. Global root-mean-square relative variation Frel of the meter’s
convection coefficient C due to temperature as defined in (16). A steel
pipe with temperature-dependent Young’s modulus (solid lines) is com-
pared to the case where constant phase velocities are assumed (dashed
lines). For piston transducer meters, the corresponding temperature
variation is Frel = 7.8�.

Fig. 11. Prototype in (a) front view and (b) lateral view. The trans-
ducers send alternately upstream (blue) and downstream (orange). The
temperature sensor serves as reference only.

with E 	 = 0, i.e., assuming constant phase velocities, exhibit470

relatively small variations in C(T ). The negative temperature471

coefficient E 	 of metals helps to further reduce Frel.472

Overall, it may be concluded that Lamb wave-based flow473

meters exhibit significantly reduced cross-sensitivity to tem-474

perature when compared to classical piston transducer setups.475

The effect is universal in that it can potentially be observed in476

any fluid medium and pipe. However, the final effectiveness477

quite strongly depends on the pipe’s temperature-behavior478

cp(T ) and the chosen operating point (mode and frequency)479

and can help to further reduce this cross-sensitivity. The effect480

as well as the developed flow meter model will be validated481

in the sequel.482

V. MEASUREMENTS AND VALIDATION483

A prototype was fabricated consisting of a 1.5 mm thick484

rectangular steel pipe and is depicted in Fig. 11. Its inner485

dimensions are b = 15 mm and d = 10 mm (see Fig. 1). The486

ultrasonic comb array transducers are separated by D = 9 cm487

and excite an A0 Lamb wave pulse centered at 1 MHz. The488

received signal consists of a direct wave and a V-path pulse.489

An example of recorded upstream and downstream signals490

is shown in Fig. 12 together with their instantaneous phase491

difference obtained from their Hilbert transforms.492

A set of 7665 measurements under controlled flow and493

temperature conditions was obtained at the test facility of494

Diehl Metering GmbH, Ansbach, Germany. The target nomi-495

nal values for the flow rate in L/h were 6.4, 63, 630, 4000,496

Fig. 12. Example of recorded ultrasonic upstream and a downstream
signals at 6021 L/h and 19.9 ◦C.

5000, and 6000; the ones for temperature were from 10 ◦C 497

to 90 ◦C in steps of 10 ◦C. The mean flow velocity will be 498

assumed throughout as v0 ≈ Q/(bd), i.e., as an approximation 499

to the turbulent flow regime (Q � 1200 L/h). Each measure- 500

ment consists of upstream and downstream recorded ultrasonic 501

signals similar to Fig. 12. Moreover, reference measurements 502

were obtained for the volumetric flow rate (Qref) as well as 503

the temperature (Tref). 504

The phase of the V-path pulse is evaluated systematically by 505

reading out the phase of the Fourier transform at 1 MHz. Eval- 506

uating only downstream signals and unwrapping the obtained 507

phase leads to the absolute downstream time of flight presented 508

in Fig. 13(a). The experimental data coincide well with the 509

model according to (5b), where the temperature dependence 510

of cf(T ), cp(T ), and θ(cp, cf) has been considered according 511

to Section IV. Thereby, the temperature coefficient E 	 of 512

the Young’s modulus was adjusted to minimize the errors 513

and yields −0.0993 GPa/K, compared to −0.0787 GPa/K 514

expected from the material datasheet. 515

The measured upstream–downstream differential time of 516

flight is obtained in a similar fashion and is presented in 517

Fig. 13(b). The model 4�τ = 4C(T )v0 according to (13a) 518

is also shown. The data points lie again well within the model 519

surface. The expected behavior of a corresponding piston 520

transducer device is superposed for comparison and is seen 521

to exhibit larger temperature variations. 522

For a more quantitative assessment inspect Fig. 14, which 523

shows the convection coefficient C(T ) = �τ/v0 as determined 524

from the measurement data in comparison to the models. 525

Thereby, only the turbulent flow regime is taken into account 526

because in this case, the hydrodynamic correction factor 527

tends toward unity and can be neglected. The measurements 528

clearly follow the trend of the proposed model. The standard 529

variations range from 0.12 to 0.26 ns/( m s−1) and are believed 530

to be mainly due to imprecise knowledge of the true flow rate. 531

Note that while the reference temperature is measured with a 532

dedicated sensor inside the device, the reference flow rate is 533

obtained as a mean from the flow controller. In particular, the 534
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Fig. 13. Measurement compared to the model: the acquired (a) absolute and (b) differential time of flights match well with the temperature and
flow rate-dependent model developed for Lamb wave-based flow meters. The corresponding behavior of piston transducer setups is also shown in
(b) and expects a considerably larger variation with temperature.

Fig. 14. Measured flow meter’s convection coefficients C(T ) in the
turbulent regime compared to the model. The relative deviation to the
model is indicated. The Lamb wave-based meter model is compared to
the behavior expected for a conventional piston transducer device.

measurement at low temperature and high flow rate exhibits535

a systematic deviation, which we suspect to be caused by an536

unsteady valve position of the flow controller. Moreover, while537

the temperature of the water source is controlled, the device’s538

temperature itself is not. This leads to unaccounted-for539

temperature gradients and unsteadiness through the system and540

according deviations to the model.541

In view of the discussed uncertainties in the measurement542

setup, the obtained data lies overwhelmingly close to the543

proposed model. This confirms that the measurement data544

cannot be explained by assuming a temperature-independent545

radiation angle (i.e., piston transducer). Concluding we may546

state that the reduced cross-sensitivity to temperature of the547

Lamb wave-based UFM is clearly observable.548

VI. CONCLUSION549

Ultrasonic convection due to fluid flow leads to a change550

in transducer-to-transducer time of flight. We showed that,551

in principle, the nature of this effect is a different one for 552

Lamb wave-based UFMs than for classical piston transducer 553

UFMs—albeit both effects are very similar in magnitude. 554

Starting from the natural time-of-flight model for Lamb 555

wave-based UFMs, the effect of temperature has been included 556

in an analytical manner. We find that these UFMs exhibit 557

significantly lower cross-sensitivity to temperature as com- 558

pared to classical setups. The effect can be tuned via the 559

pipe material’s temperature coefficient and choice of the Lamb 560

wave mode and frequency. Although zero variation of the 561

device’s convection coefficient in a wide temperature range 562

is not achievable for water flow metering, a local zero-cross- 563

sensitivity is feasible. The effect of the discussed intrinsic 564

compensation to temperature was confirmed by measurements 565

on a UFM prototype under controlled temperature and flow 566

rate. 567

The herein considered rectangular pipe for the inline flow 568

meter cannot always be adopted. In particular, clamp-on flow 569

meters rely on cylindrical pipes. We remark that the developed 570

model extends to the cylindrical case. For the sake of accuracy, 571

the calculations could then be done with guided waves in 572

cylinders. However, for usual pipe dimensions, the Lamb wave 573

solutions are very good approximations to the thin-walled 574

cylinders and could in most cases still be used without 575

significant deviations in the model. 576

This study focused solely on the ultrasonic behavior of the 577

system. To obtain a more accurate model, the hydrodynamics 578

should be included which leads to an additional temperature 579

and flow dependence. Moreover, it was assumed that the fluid 580

and the pipe are at a uniform temperature. The model could 581

further be improved by including the actual heat dynamics. 582

Note that not only the environment’s temperature will be 583

of relevance, but the flowing medium can also lead to fast 584

changes of temperature in the entire system. 585

Lastly, we remark that Lamb waves form a complete 586

bi-orthogonal set that is able to fully describe the pipe wall 587

mechanics [13]. As a consequence, modeling flow meters with 588

Lamb waves is a very general approach and could be regarded 589

as an alternative modeling method rather than a specific kind 590

of device. 591
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